Press Release
RPMGlobal and Quartile One form Strategic Partnership (8 Nov, 2018)
(BRISBANE, November 8, 2018)
The Strategic Partnership between RPMGlobal (RPM ®) and Quartile One will give the mining industry
unique access to RPM’s best practice asset management software aligned with Quartile One’s proven
data driven asset performance perspective across the mining value chain. RPM and Quartile One
began working together to support the implementation of AMT, RPM’s Asset Management software,
within a large heavy earth moving equipment fleet customer.
Adam Smith, Chief Operations Officer at Quartile One, said: “By combining RPM’s class leading
software with Quartile One’s deep asset management expertise, our clients’ will be able to access an
integrated offering that will assist them to take their asset performance to the next level.”
AMT is one of RPM’s fastest growing software solutions and has been deployed globally. More than
half of the world’s mining industry’s heavy machinery and operations are managed through this
solution; as mine operators, contractors and OEMs continue to strive for more sophisticated asset
management strategies, this growth is expected to continue.
David Batkin, RPM’s Executive General Manager of Technology Consulting and Partners stated, “It is
essential to identify and work with the industry’s leaders to deliver the best offering for the mining
industry. AMT is widely recognised within the industry as the premier Asset Management Software
and when deployed with the expertise of Quartile One, it allows an operation to move away from a
reactive or preventative maintenance management to a proactive strategy, and thus accelerating
customers’ up the maintenance management maturity curve”.
Within the partnership, RPM’s software, deployment and integration services are bolstered with
Quartile One’s expertise in change management, training and support to ensure RPM’s software
rollouts are implemented smoothly. When you combine the power of the data within AMT with the
insight of Quartile One’s expert team, data becomes information, and the value unlocked is the holy
grail in asset management.
Mr Batkin emphasises: “The main goal of any major software implementation project is to deliver
value through improved processes and optimised system integration with minimal disruption. RPM’s
partnership with Quartile One enables the parties to jointly offer best practice asset management
knowledge and change management expertise to now achieve that goal”.

Since RPM and Quartile One began working together in July 2018, they have completed the
successful rollout of AMT to one of the largest mining fleets in the world and are now working together
in both Australia and in the Ukraine.
“RPM has long recognised the importance of strategic partnerships and the Quartile One partnership
is another strategic decision that will further cement RPM as the industry leader in the space of
intelligent mining”, says Mr Batkin.
To learn more about RPM’s capabilities and the benefits of its strategic partnership with Quartile One,
please contact:
Anthony Fraser
Customer Engagement Director
Phone: +61 7 3100 7200
E-Mail: globalmarketing@rpmglobal.com
About RPM
RPMGlobal Holdings Limited (ASX: RUL) [RPM®] is a global leader in the provision and development
of mining software solutions, advisory services and professional development. With history stretching
back to 1968, RPM’s experienced global team are the largest publicly traded independent group of
technical experts in the world. Listed on the Australian Securities Exchange on 27 May 2008, RPM is
a global leader in the provision of software solutions, advisory consulting and professional
development solutions to the mining industry. We have global expertise achieved through our work in
over 118 countries and our approach to the business of mining is strongly grounded in economic
principles.
www.rpmglobal.com
About Quartile One
Established in 2009, Quartile One is a global physical asset management business that specialises in
data driven asset performance for mining and asset intensive industries. Over this time it has helped
customers across 18 countries and 600+ projects derive millions of dollars in value from their physical
assets. With offices in Australia, and Eastern Europe, Quartile One helps leaders around the world
run better businesses through bridging the gap between data and executive level decision-making.
www.quartileone.com

